At UTC Aerospace Systems, we understand that waiting for a scheduled maintenance check to install Aircraft Data Management solutions can delay fleet-wide deployment. To enable airlines to capture operational efficiencies, increase safety and improve the passenger experience, we have developed an ADM Lite “plug & play” installation.

ADM Lite enables many ADM functions with a single connection to the aircraft Flight Data Recorder maintenance port, which provides access to the ARINC 717 data stream. With this single connection, an operator has immediate access to the data which enables many value-creating applications, including: moving map; OpsInsight™ Electronic Flight Folder (EFF) with full navigation (including time and fuel); recording of flight data; automatic report generation and more; enabling the airline to realize immediate fleet-wide benefits while minimizing impact on maintenance operations.

**Benefits & Features**

- Dramatically reduced installation labor time and cost
- Enables rapid fleet-wide deployment so airlines can realize full benefits of system in weeks instead of months
- Hardware includes the provisions kit components required to mount the AID and Tablet Interface Module (TIM®)
- A717 data stream
- AID and TIM LRUs are reusable for full ADM system installation during planned maintenance checks
- Enables moving map, Electronic Flight Folder, Quick Access Recorder, ACARS over IP and many more functions